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The brand new Dynamiq 35m superyacht GTT 115 Hybrid,
designed in collaboration with cult Studio F. A. Porsche, was
one of the jewels in the crown at the 2017 Monaco Yacht
Show, the world’s most exclusive yachting exhibition.

Dynamiq has recently released new images and video of this
breathtaking Porche-designed yacht, which by the way, is our
favourite new yacht of the year.

The GTT 115 draws on the latest technology with her round-



bilge hull form, podded propulsion, Hull Vane and exclusively
developed stabilisation system with 4 fins and interceptors.
Her bespoke hybrid system and energy-saving, variable-
speed generators are tributes to Dynamiq’s strong belief in the
sustainable future of yachting.

At just 35m overall, the yacht offers the versatile spaces and
feeling of a much larger vessel. On top of all this, the GTT 115
is finished to the highest standards and looks super cool in her
chic Rhodium Silver metallic paint.

As a modern gentlemen’s superyacht, the starting point for the
interior design was the Pepita houndstooth fabric, which was
used by the 911 series in the 70’s and runs throughout the
yacht. This pattern has been offset with high-gloss Macassar
ebony veneers, dark brown saddle leather, Alcantara, Persian
carpets and rare Sahara Noir marble.

Impressive, right? But there is more. The Dynamiq 35m
superyacht GTT 115 Hybrid, designed in collaboration with
Studio F. A. Porsche, is a gorgeous yacht that comes with



many ‘Firsts.’

1st super-yacht on the market with the design spirit of Studio
F. A. Porsche

1st to combine a top speed of 21 knots speed with Transat
range;

1st with two engine rooms in her size category;

And, most remarkably, the 1st you can configure and order
online.

The yacht can be configured only here: http://bedynamiq.com
/models/gtt115/configurator.htm
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